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Abstract
Traffic and congestion control are important in enabling ATM networks to maintain the 
Quality of Service (QoS) required by end users. A Call Admission Control (CAC) strategy 
ensures that the network has sufficient resources available at the start of each call, but this 
does not prevent a traffic source from violating the negotiated contract. A policing strategy 
(User Parameter Control (UPC)) is also required to enforce the negotiated rates for a 
particular connection and to protect conforming users from network overload.
The aim of this work is to investigate traffic policing and bandwidth management at the 
User to Network Interface (UNI). A policing function is proposed which is based on the 
leaky bucket (LB) which offers improved performance for both real time (RT) traffic such 
as speech and video and non-real time (non-RT) traffic, mainly data by taking into account 
the QoS requirements. A video cell in violation of the negotiated bit rate causes the 
remainder of the slice to be discarded. This 'tail clipping' provides protection for the 
decoder from damaged video slices. Speech cells are coded using a frequency domain 
coder, which places the most significant bits of a double speech sample into a high priority 
cell and the least significant bits into a high priority cell. In the case of congestion, the low 
priority cell can be discarded with little impact on the intelligibility of the received speech. 
However, data cells require loss-free delivery and are buffered rather than being discarded 
or tagged for subsequent deletion. This triple strategy is termed the super leaky bucket (S- 
LB).
Separate queues for RT and non-RT traffic, are also proposed at the multiplexer, with non- 
pre-emptive priority service for RT traffic if the queue exceeds a predetermined threshold. 
If the RT queue continues to grow beyond a second threshold, then all low priority cells 
(mainly speech) are discarded. This scheme protects non-RT traffic from being tagged and 
subsequently discarded, by queuing the cells and also by throttling back non-RT sources 
during periods of congestion. It also prevents the RT cells from being delayed excessively in 
the multiplexer queue.
A simulation model has been designed and implemented to test the proposal. Realistic 
sources have been incorporated into the model to simulate the types of traffic which could 
be expected on an ATM network.
The results show that the S-LB outperforms the standard LB for video cells. The number of 
cells discarded and the resulting number of damaged video slices are significantly reduced. 
Dual queues with cyclic service at the multiplexer also reduce the delays experienced by RT 
cells. The QoS for all categories of traffic is preserved.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Overview
The multimedia age is upon us and the new Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network CD- 
ISDN) is poised to provide the transport needs of the future, with the potential of huge 
bandwidths, which will accommodate new services. Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has 
been chosen as the switching and multiplexing technique for B-ISDN. These new networks use 
digital technology, and ATM is the best choice digital communication technology for multimedia 
networks.
Multimedia traffic is a combination of traffic types and these are classified into 5 main categories 
- data, speech, video, image and graphics. This discussion is mainly concerned with speech, data 
and video. Interactive multimedia will benefit from a single network that can provide :-
  high bandwidth
  digital switching and transmission
  controllable quality of service
  flexibility to carry any type of traffic
A big issue with ATM is the quality of service (QoS), which the user sees, and it is quantified by 
parameters such as cell error ratio, end-to-end delay, delay variation and cell loss. Cell loss may 
occur when data is corrupted by noise or when cells are dropped due to congestion. Error rates 
for digital transmission over optical fibres are very low. However, errors do occur, and this can 
cause significant visual glitches for video and annoying clicks during telephone conversations. 
Cell delay variation (CDV) also called jitter, is caused when clumping occurs as cells travel 
through the network switches and are delayed in queues. The inter-arrival time between adjacent 
cells shortens to the point where it affects the network and impacts on other traffic. A viewer 
watching a fast sports coverage might not notice a high cell error ratio, but would notice a high 
cell delay. Medical imaging requires extremely high-quality images and users would prefer a low 
cell error rate, while tolerating delays. So the QoS required does depend on the application used.
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ATM defines a packet switched connection orientated communications protocol which provides 
the functionality of the OSI physical and datalink layers. Some higher level functions are also 
included. It uses fixed size packets called cells to facilitate fast switching and transmission. The 
protocol is simpler than those used in earlier data networks such as X.25. Features such as the 
link by link flow control have been omitted for improved efficiency and speed.
ATM is based on a slotted time system. The length of a slot is defined by the cell transmission 
time. A synchronous stream of fixed size slots are accessed asynchronously, as required. No 
bandwidth is consumed unless a cell is actually being transmitted. ATM is able to accommodate 
variable bit rate (VBR) transmission because time slots are allocated asynchronously. The 
allocation of bandwidth is not based on the peak rate, so it is not wasted when bursty sources 
(e.g. video) do not utilise it continuously. This means that several bursty sources can be 
multiplexed together, to achieve a bandwidth gain.
ATM does allow both bandwidth reservation and statistical multiplexing to be performed. As 
yet, the best policies for managing network bandwidth are not yet apparent. This is because the 
demands to be placed on the network are not fully understood, as there are very few fully 
operational ATM networks in existence.
The types of traffic expected to use ATM networks fall into two main categories and these are:-
  constant bit rate (CBR)
  variable bit rate (VBR)
These can further be sub-divided into real time (RT) and non-real time (non-RT) traffic. Video 
and speech are RT traffic sources, while data falls into the non-RT category. RT traffic has 
particular timing requirements, in that it cannot tolerate excessive delays or jitter. Data and video 
traffic also require error-free delivery, while speech can tolerate some loss of data (up to 10%) 
and still be intelligible.
ATM is attractive for future multimedia services chiefly because of the ability to support VBR 
transmission.
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Benefits include :-
  reduced buffer delay in video codecs
  near constant picture quality
  efficient use of transmission capacity
However, additional problems arise due to :-
  higher probability of lost cells due to congestion
  greater cell delay variation
  higher network management costs
Congestion occurs when the load on the network or a portion of it exceeds capacity. This may 
result in cell loss and increased cell delay variation. This is particularly serious for VBR sources. 
Cells may be lost if all VBR sources output at their peak rates, due to buffers and switches 
becoming full and overflowing. Congestion also causes increased CDV as cells crossing the 
network experience varying waiting times and hence have varying transit delays through the 
network. The allocation of bandwidth also becomes more complex. If bandwidth is allocated at 
the peak rate, the utilisation of the link is very inefficient, since the mean bit rate is much lower 
than the peak bit rate.
Cell losses cause two main problems for video sources. Firstly, each cell contains 48 bytes of 
data, but because this may be compressed video it may represent a large area of the picture and 
the resulting degradation may persist for a while. Secondly, since compression algorithms make 
use of variable length coding, the loss of some data also causes loss of synchronisation and 
renders subsequent data unusable. For RT video there is no time to re-transmit the data. CDV 
also causes a major problem for clock recovery and synchronisation of the audio and video 
streams, which can lead to the loss of lip synchronisation within the picture.
Older networks, such as X.25 and TCP/IP, used various reactive control schemes such as telling 
upstream nodes to reduce transmission or re-routing packets round congestion hot spots. These 
techniques are not efficient on high speed networks. Proactive and preventative strategies are 
required. Control and policing at the User to Network Interface (UNI) is essential. At 
connection time a contract is negotiated between the originating system and the network. The 
contract will have QoS characteristics associated with it, such as mean and peak rates and 
tolerable cell loss requirements. The network then monitors all connections for contract
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violations and this is called source policing. A Call Admission Control (CAC) strategy ensures 
that the network has sufficient resources available at the start of each call, but this does not 
prevent a traffic source from violating the negotiated contract. In addition a policing strategy 
(UPC) is also required to enforce the negotiated rates for a particular connection and to protect 
conforming calls by preventing network overload.
A widely used algorithm for policing at the UNI is the leaky bucket monitoring scheme. The 
leaky bucket behaves as a virtual first in first out (FIFO) buffer, which does not store cells or 
delay them. A counter is incremented each time a cell arrives. The counter is periodically 
decremented at a rate previously negotiated at call set-up. The leaky bucket allows bursty 
applications to gain access to their peak rate for brief periods, providing the average rate remains 
below the threshold. If a source transmits at a rate higher than negotiated then the leaky bucket 
'overflows'. When this happens, the excess cells are either deleted or tagged as low priority and 
allowed onto the network. If congestion occurs at a switch then low priority cells may be 
discarded in favour of high priority cells.
Dimensioning the leaky bucket when policing VBR sources has been the subject of much 
research. It is critical to the performance as seen by the end user, as a VBR traffic source which 
is conforming to its requested mean rate may have cells discarded when a long burst of cells 
arrives which causes the leaky bucket to 'overflow'. Different implementations of the leaky 
bucket exist.
1.2 Contribution of Thesis
The aim of the present work is to investigate policing and bandwidth control at the UNI. The 
UNI is the access point to the network which can be a bottleneck and impose unacceptable 
delays on individual cells. If these are RT cells, then any additional delay can result in some cells 
arriving too late to be included in the decoded bit stream.
1. The leaky bucket may be positioned before or after the multiplexer. Does the positioning 
of the leaky bucket and the multiplexer have any effect either on the queue lengths or on 
the performance of the policing function itself?
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2. Can the proposed policing function :-
i. improve QoS for RT cells by :-
  preventing excessive loss of video cells
  reduce the number of damaged video slices
  minimise lost speech cells
  preventing excessive delays to RT cells
ii maintain QoS for non-RT cells by :-
  giving reasonable end-to-end delays for data cells
  protect data cells from being discarded
A simulation model has been designed and implemented to test these proposals.
The proposed policing mechanism is based on a triple strategy leaky bucket and takes into 
account the various QoS requirements of the different types of traffic which may be found on an 
ATM network. By not allowing traffic which would cause an overload, onto the network, and 
by monitoring the connections that are already active, congestion can be kept to a minimum.
The work done by Niestegge [NEIST90] and Di Nitto [NITT92] on the leaky bucket is 
extended in this work. The policing strategy proposed differentiates between RT traffic (speech 
and video) and non-RT traffic (mainly data). The RT traffic experiences minimal delays, while 
video traffic has its cell loss controlled so as to minimise the impact of lost cells on the final 
picture. If a video cell is tagged by the policing function and allowed onto the network, there is 
always the possibility that the cell may be discarded as it crosses the network. This could 
desynchronise the video stream, and cause annoying artefacts in the picture. In this work the rest 
of the video cells following are deleted as well Tail-end clipping is performed at the slice layer 
within the video stream and the remainder of the slice is discarded. A slice is the smallest 
resynchronisation point within the video stream.
A frequency domain coder is assumed for speech coding, which divides two speech samples into 
low and high frequency components. These are then packetised into two cells, with the low 
frequency components of the signal in a high priority cell and the less important high frequency 
components in a low priority cell. The leaky bucket tags any violating speech cells as low priority 
cells which are allowed onto the network. Any tagged cells may see a higher loss probability
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within the network, however it has been found that the loss of a speech cell has minimal impact 
on the end user.
Non-RT traffic is protected from being discarded by using a buffered leaky bucket, which does 
not tag or discard cells, but delays them in a buffer until the counter fails below the threshold.
Separate queues with cyclic service are proposed, for RT and non-RT traffic, within the 
multiplexer. Previous studies by [GAN95] have shown that cyclic service at the multiplexer 
benefits the RT traffic, while the non-RT traffic is slightly delayed, but not excessively. The work 
done by [HAV94], [CHANG94] and [KIM96a] on the scheduling of cells within a multiplexer is 
extended. The proposed multiplexer scheduling policy gives non-pre-emptive priority service for 
RT traffic, if the queue exceeds a predetermined threshold. If the RT queue continues to grow 
beyond a second threshold, then all low priority speech cells are discarded. Thresholds are also 
included for throttling back non-RT traffic if the non-RT queue grows too large during periods 
of congestion.
The proposed strategy is compared with the performance of a cyclic queue with a virtual leaky 
bucket. The first part of this work has been to model a set of realistic traffic sources (speech, 
video and data) and use them to look at the performance of a small scale ATM network as seen 
by the end user. A user site generates multimedia traffic, which passes through a leaky bucket 
and is then multiplexed onto the network. Cells are routed across the ATM network using 
dynamic routing.
The results of the simulations show that cyclic queues do prevent RT cells from being blocked by 
non-RT cells at the multiplexer. RT cells experience minimal delays, even when the utilisation at 
the UNI is high. There are fewer video cells discarded and a smaller number of slices are 
damaged. Only low priority speech cells are discarded when the RT queue length becomes too 
long, to keep the queuing delays for RT cells to a minimum. This results in less than 0.01% of 
the low priority cells being dropped. Data cells experience no losses and the overall non-RT 
delays incurred are within bounds.
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1.3 The Layout of the Thesis
The layout of the rest of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides a general background to 
related research in this area. The ATM layers are discussed and some relevant protocol issues are 
introduced. Currently used general traffic models and specific speech, video and data models are 
examined. The modelling of multiplexers is reviewed and current ATM switch techniques are 
discussed. Connection admission and congestion control techniques and algorithms are also 
reviewed. Chapter 3 describes the simulation model used for the experiments and the proposed 
policing strategy. Chapter 4 presents the results of the simulation experiments and examines the 
implications. A summary and general conclusions are given in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2 - Background and Related Work 
2.1 Historical Perspective
The first transfer mode used to relay information from one place to another was telegraphy. A 
message was transported from relay station to relay station by human operators, using a key to 
generate pulses down a wire. Each message had an attached source and destination address and 
the operator decided what to do with individual messages. This was a form of "packet 
switching" and it used binary codes e.g. Morse, to transfer the information.
At the end of the last century, circuit switching was introduced using POTS (Plain Old 
Telephone System). Initially, the circuit was set up manually by the operator, but eventually 
automatic electromechanical switches were introduced. These were eventually replaced by 
electrical switches. The transfer mode of the POTS is still circuit switching, and since most of the 
traffic over these networks is voice transfer there was no reason to change this.
Up to 50% of a telephone conversation comprises silence. For expensive circuits, e.g. satellites, 
it was found that economies could be made by filling the silence period of one conversation with 
the active period of another. This was done by coding speech using TASI (Time Assignment by 
Speech Interpolation). However, the additional complexity and cost of equipment to make these 
gains was not justified for short to medium distance connections.
When computers were first connected together to transfer data, modems were used over the 
existing circuit switched telephone network. A modem was necessary to convert digital 
computer data into an analogue signal and back again. Since the POTS provided an existing 
network which covered most of the globe, it was a natural choice to make use of it to transfer 
data- 
Computer data applications are characteristically very bursty in nature. Typically they have 
silence periods even greater than the 50% found in speech and so circuit switching was not the 
ideal solution for data applications. In the sixties, X.25 for packet switching was standardised. 
Packet switching became popular, since companies did not have to pay for circuits that stood 
idle for most of the time. Network resources were only charged for when data was actually
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transferred. The disadvantage of packet switching was that each packet carried an additional 
overhead in the form of a packet header, used for routing, error correction, flow control and 
sequence numbering.
To ensure the necessary reliability over low quality transmission links, link-by-link error control 
was essential Data packets were error-checked and re-transmissions were requested if a packet 
was corrupted. Re-transmissions increased the delays experienced, but improved the accuracy of 
received data. X.25 packets are variable length, which also requires complex buffer management 
within the network. Slow transmission speeds, typically 64 Kb/s, caused large delays, but since 
the traffic carried was not real time, this did not present a problem.
The concept of Integrated System Digital Networks (ISDN) was first proposed in 1984, 
providing a digital network with much higher bandwidth allowing a wider variety of applications 
to use the same network. This made possible the concept of transferring real time and non-real 
time traffic on the same network, in an integrated way, which paved the way for the introduction 
of narrowband ISDN (N-ISDN). There are two interfaces, one for basic access and the other for 
primary access. Basic access provides two 64 Kb/s channels and a 16 Kb/s signalling channel 
Primary access has a channel capacity of 1.544 Mb/s and 2.048 Mb/s, which included a 64 Kb/s 
signalling channel It was soon realised that these channel capacities were too restrictive and that 
higher bandwidths were required for the interconnection of LAN's and for high density data, 
such as video and image transfer.
Frame relay was conceived during the standardisation of N-ISDN and was introduced in 1988 as 
an alternative to X.25. Frame relay is a streamlined technique for packet switching, which has 
less overhead than traditional packet switching. This is due to the fact that ISDN transmission is 
over high-quality, reliable links, many of which are optical fibre, so link-by-link error control is 
no longer needed. Error and flow control can then be performed end-to-end. By streamlining the 
protocol, lower delays and higher throughput are possible.
As the telecommunication companies replaced the copper-based trunk lines of the POTS with 
optical fibre, the capacity available increased enormously. This made possible the concept of 
Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) as a single high-speed, integrated digital network, which will be 
deployed to create a world-wide networking technology based on a common set of user
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interfaces. Currently B-ISDN interfaces support access speeds up to 622 Mb/s with the 
possibility of faster rates as switching technology improves.
As the standardisation of B-ISDN progressed CCITT (now known as ITU-T) classified four 
categories of Broadband applications. These are:-
1) conversational services - e.g. video phones, video conferencing
2) messaging services - e.g. video mail service, document mail service
3) retrieval services - e.g. text, data, graphics, sound, still and moving pictures
4) distribution services - (i) with user control - full channel broadcast
(ii) without user control
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has been chosen by ITU-T as the multiplexing and 
switching protocol for B-ISDN. This has influenced design choices for B-ISDN which include 
cell payload size and the use of virtual channels. It has been designed to operate at significantly 
higher data rates than frame relay. ATM attempts to provide the advantages of both circuit and 
packet switching.
2.2 The ATM Protocol
ATM comprises the ATM layer and the ATM Adaptation layer (AAL), see Figure 2.4.
OSI Layers ATM Layers
2/3
AAL
ATM
Physical
Figure 2.1 OSI Layers and Corresponding ATM Layers
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The ATM reference model corresponds to the bottom three layers of the OSI model [TAN96]. 
However, it does not map directly onto the OSI model, as the functions of some of the ATM 
layers fall into two layers in the OSI model, see Figure 2.1.
2.2.1 The ATM Cell Format
ATM uses fixed size packets, called cells. A cell consists of a 48 octet payload and a 5 octet 
header, as shown in Figure 2.2. The choice of cell size is intended to prevent excessive waste of 
bandwidth due to partially filled cells. The high speed switching which is associated with ATM 
networks is only possible with fixed size cells, as they can be switched more efficiently, due to 
reduced complexity of the hardware required. The use of a small size cell also reduces queuing 
delays by keeping the processing time at switches and multiplexers to a minimum. This is an 
important consideration when transporting RT traffic, e.g. video, which outputs a nearly 
constant stream of data. A fixed cell size also helps to reduce long packetisation delays for low 
bandwidth services, such as voice, which is discussed more fully in Section 2.2.1.1.
5 octets 48 octets
Cell Header Payload
Figure 2.2 ATM Cell Format
2.2.1.1 ATM Cell Payload
The size of the payload relative to the cell header is also an important consideration. A longer 
information field means that the cell makes more efficient use of bandwidth for the same size 
header. This can also cause problems. For example, increasing the overall size of the cell to 64 
octets, increases the associated packetisation delay. This can be a problem for speech cells as 
longer delays mean that echo cancellers are needed for speech connections. One solution is to 
only partially fill speech cells which reduces the packetisation delay, so that echo cancellers are 
not needed. Alternatively, decreasing the cell size to 32 octets also removes the need for echo 
cancellers but the efficiency of the cell is reduced.
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2.2.1.2 ATM Cell Header
The ATM cell header format is shown in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b). Each of the fields is discussed 
below. An explanation of virtual channel and virtual path connections can be found in Section 
2.2.4.
4 bits 8 bits 16 bits 3 bits 1 bit 8 bits
GFC VPI VCI pn CLP HEC
(a) ATM Cell Header at the User to Network Interface (UNI)
Key 
GFC
pn
HEC
Generic Flow Control 
Payload Type 
Header Error Check
VPI Virtual Path Identifier
VCI Virtual Channel Identifier
CLP Cell Loss Priority
12 bits 16 bits 3 bits 1 bit 8 bits
VPI VCI pn CLP HEC
(b) ATM Cell Header at the Network to Network Interface (NNI)
Figure 2.3 ATM Cell Header at (a) UNI and (b) NNI
Generic Flow Control
The generic flow control (GFC) field is only used at the user-to-network interface (UNI). It is 
not used within the network, as it becomes part of the virtual path identifier field. The GFC field 
can be used by users to control the flow of cells at the local UNI and is not part of the ATM 
standard.
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The first bit of the GFC has been used to provide a simple stop/go flow control protocol across 
the UNI, [ARN95], for all traffic. The traffic is divided into two classes, with constant bit rate 
(CBR), which is mainly speech, assigned to one queue and all other traffic assigned to a "bursty" 
queue. The traffic in the "bursty" queue is subjected to traffic conditioning or shaping, to smooth 
it, and has a rate control mechanism to restrict the output. The second and third bits were 
assigned as reset indicators for the two separate credit-controlled queues in the subscriber 
premises equipment.
The idea of using the GFC field to flow control traffic sources has now been largely abandoned 
according to [JAIN96].
Virtual Channel Identifier
The virtual channel identifier (VCI) is the address label used to route the cells of a connection to 
the destination. The VCI is assigned on a hop by hop basis, and is changed as the cell passes 
through a switch. Each VCI is only valid for a single link between two ATM nodes (see Figure 
2.7).
Virtual Path Identifier
The virtual path identifier (VPI) is used for routing bundles of virtual channel connections in a 
virtual path. It has the effect of creating a semi-permanent connection between end points. When 
a connection is assigned to a virtual path, the VCI does not change as the cell passes through the 
switches. Switching in the ATM nodes is done using only the VPI field in the cell
Payload Type Identifier
The payload type identifier (PTI) field is used to define the type of cell, for example, user data, 
signalling, etc. and to allow some congestion control information to be passed across the 
network.
The first bit of the PTI field indicates that the cell contains user information (set to 0) or network 
management information (set to 1). If the first bit indicates user information, then the second bit 
indicates if congestion has occurred and the third bit is for end user information.
The undefined 111 code of the PTI field may be used to send a reset request to any network 
component.
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Cell Loss Priority
The cell loss priority (CLP) bit is used to designate cells of low priority, which may be dropped 
in case of network congestion. This may happen anywhere in the network.
It was proposed [PLATT94] that the CLP bit should be redefined to be a "recovery needed" bit 
for an enhanced "go back NT scheme for data traffic within the network.
In the basic loss priority scheme, low priority cells are accepted if the buffer queue length is 
below a threshold. This effectively divides the buffer into two areas; below the threshold is 
shared by all cells and above the threshold is dedicated to high priority cells. The area above the 
threshold does not need to be large for the scheme to be effective.
2.2.2 ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL)
higher layers
Convergence
Segmentation and reassembly
Generic flow control
Cell header generation/extraction
Cell VPI/VCI translation
Cell multiplexing and demultiplexing
CS
SAR
Cell rate decoupling
HEC header sequence generation/verification
Cell delineation
Transmission frame adaption
Transmission frame generation/recovery
Bit timing 
Physical medium
PM
ATM
PHY
Key
CS - convergence sub-layer 
SAR - segmentation and
reassembly
TC - transmission convergence 
PM - physical medium 
PHY - physical layer 
VPI - virtual path identifier 
VCI - virtual channel identifier 
HEC - header error check
Figure 2.4 ATM Protocol Reference Model - Sub-layers and functions
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The AAL performs an adaptation function by mapping the user's message or protocol data unit 
(PDU) in to the information fields of the ATM cells, see Figure 2.5. Cells received from the 
ATM layer are re-assembled into messages for the higher layers. For variable bit rate services the 
PDU may not be a multiple of the cell payload, which can result in partially filled cells.
Higher Layer
user message 4
AAL Layer
CS Sublayer 
SARSublayer
CS-header user message
S'SlSS^^j'SgSisafe.
CS-trailer
SAR-h |cS-h| ] SAR-t | SAR-h [ SAR-t SAR-h | CS-t
/ / / /
ATM Layer / / I I
x * * *
\
unused
. 1
ATM SAR-h 1 CS-h 1 | SAR-t ATM SAR-h ] SAR-t ATM SAR-h 1 CS-t
SAR-t
payloa
SAR-t
ATM cell
53 octets
CS Sublayer = Convergence Sublayer
SAR Sublayer = Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer
ATM = ATM header (5 octets)
SAR-h = SAR header
SAR-t = SAR trailer
CS-h = CS header
CS-t = CS trailer
Figure 2.5 AAL Segmentation and Re-assembly in CS and SAR Sublayers
The AAL is sub-divided into two layers, the Convergence sub-layer (CS) and the Segmentation 
and Re-assembly (SAR) sub-layer. The CS sub-layer performs multiplexing, cell loss detection.
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timing recovery and provides the interface to the applications. The SAR sub-layer segments data 
units into cells for transmission, and reassembles the cell payload delivered by the ATM layer, 
into a byte stream for the upper layers.
The ITU-T is currently defining a number of AAL specific service classes corresponding to 
different services, such as real time video. The service access points (SAP) 1 to 4 correspond to 
the Classes A to D respectively. Class A corresponds to a constant bit rate (CBR) service, with 
timing required between the source and destination. Class B and C are for variable bit rate 
(VBR) services, with Class B requiring timing between source and destination. VBR audio and 
video are examples of Class B services. Class C includes connection oriented data transfer such 
as X.25 and future high speed data services. Class D is for connectionless services, such as those 
supported by LANs and MANs.
The four service classes are supported by five AAL types (1-5). AAL-1 provides a constant bit 
rate service which was intended for synchronous bit streams (Class A). AAL-2 to 5 deal with 
variable bit rate services. AAL-2 supports Class B, and is planned to be a dedicated transmission 
layer for analogue VBR applications. Examples of these types of application are video and audio 
that require timing information. The technical standard for this adaptation layer is still being 
drafted. AAL-3 (Class C) and AAL-4 (Class D) were combined after it was realised that the 
initial specifications where very similar. It is now known as AAL-3/4 and can provide 
connectionless and connection-oriented services. AAL-5 is similar to AAL-3/4 and provides a 
connectionless VBR service.
Each of the service classes has its own CS protocol which is associated with a SAP. The SAP is 
used to direct the service data unit (SDU) which is submitted for transfer [HAL96]. There are 
four types of SAR protocols, each with their own PDU structure, see Figure 2.6.
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SAR PDU
AAL-1
AAL-2
AAL-3/4
AAL-5
SAR Header
1 octet
1 octet
2 octet
no header
Payload
47 octets
45 octets
44 octets
48 octets
SAR Trailer
2 octets
2 octets
a) SAR Protocol Data Unit Structure
CSPDU
AAL-3/4
AAL-5
CS Header
4 octet
no header
Payload
1 - 65,535 octets
1 - 65,535 octets +
CS Trailer
4 - 8 octets*
8 octets
* includes 0-3 octet Pad 
+ includes 0 - 47 octet Pad
b) CS PDU Structure 
Figure 2.6 SAR and CS PDU Structures
An AAL-3/4 protocol data unit (PDU) is received from the higher layers and broken up into 
payload blocks each 44 octets in length. This means that 4 octets per ATM cell is used for SOU 
information. It was thought that there was too much complexity and overhead per cell with 
AAL-1 to 3/4, so a new protocol was devised called SEAL - simple efficient adaption layer 
[TAN96]. This was eventually adopted by the ATM Forum and became AAL-5, to provide a 
streamlined, connection orientated transport facility for higher-layer protocols. Connection 
management is the responsibility of the higher layers. The idea was to reduce processing 
overhead and to ensure adaptability to existing transport protocols. A message of length 1 up to 
65,535 bytes may be passed to the AAL layer, and the full 48 octet payload is available for user 
data, as the AAL-5 does not have a convergence sub-layer header in each cell, only an 8-octet 
trailer per message [CLARK96].
2.2.3 The ATM Layer
The ATM layer performs relaying functions, with every cell carrying a label which is used for 
switching. The cells are switched in the network based on the routing information in their
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headers. This differs from the N-ISDN User-Network Interface, where several digital channels 
are offered, that are circuit switched in the network.
The ATM layer assembles the cell header, as shown in Section 2.2.1.2. Transporting an ATM 
cell requires a connection to be set up, either dynamically or at subscription time. The routing 
information in the header is not an explicit address, but a label used to switch the cell through the 
network This consists of a virtual path identifier (VPI) concatenated with a virtual channel 
identifier (VCI). A multiplexer or switch reads the cell's header, as it arrives at a particular input 
port. The routing table is used to determine the correct output port and a new label for the cell 
The new label is used by the next switching node. The ATM layer uses the services of the 
Physical layer to transport cells and delivers the cell payload to the upper layers.
2.2.4 Physical Layer (PL)
The layer below the ATM layer is the physical layer (PL), which transports valid cells and 
delivers timing information when required by the upper layer services, if circuit emulation is used. 
The PL is divided into the Physical Medium (PM) sub-layer and the Transmission Convergence 
(TC) sub-layer.
The PM sub-layer is responsible for the correct transmission and receipt of bits on the 
appropriate physical medium. This is dependent on the medium used, but the function of bit 
timing is common to all It also includes the insertion and extraction of symbol timing 
information and electrical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical transformations as required 
[ONV94].
The TC sub-layer is responsible for generating and maintaining the frame structure of the 
physical layer. This may mean inserting or suppressing idle cells in the PM sub-layer. This layer 
also handles header error control (HEC) generation and verification, frame and cell delineation 
and line coding. The TC transmits cells as a stream of bits to the PM sub-layer. At the receiving 
end, a stream of bits is received, which must be converted back into cells for the ATM layer.
Two options are specified to transport cells. One option is to use a continuous stream of cells, 
with no multiplex frame structure imposed and synchronise on a cell by cell basis (ATM). The
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other option is to place the cells in a synchronous time-division multiplex (TDM) envelope 
(SONET and SDH).
According to [ONV94], the original ATM standard had the primary rate of 155.52 Mb/s, which 
was chosen to be compatible with SONET. SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork) was 
introduced when optical fiber networks began replacing the standard analogue telephone trunk 
lines. Later SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) was introduced, which differs from SONET 
only in minor ways. However, nearly all long distance telephone traffic, in the USA uses SONET 
in the physical layer. It was decided that SONET would be a traditional TDM system, with a 
single channel containing time slots for the sub-channels. SONET is a synchronous system, 
controlled by a master clock with an accuracy of 1 part in 109 .
There are two levels of ATM connections defined by ITU-T, and these are virtual channels and 
virtual paths.
Virtual Channel Connections
A virtual channel connection (VCC) is the basic type of end-to-end connection. It is not only a 
logical connection used for routing, but also has traffic usage parameters and quality of service 
objectives associated with it. Cell sequence integrity is maintained within each VCC. Both the 
VCI and VPI fields of the cell header are examined for routing purposes.
VCI = VCI = c
u  L3 L4 B
virtual channel connectior
Figure 2.7 A Virtual Channel Connection, showing VCI labels per link
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At each node in the network, the VCI label in the cell header is changed, in accordance with the 
routing table entry, as indicated in Figure 2.7. This allows the cell to have a reduced size address 
field, since the VCI is not a full network address, but only a label used for routing purposes.
Virtual Path Connections
A virtual path connection is used to transport bundles of virtual channel connections, which are 
then switched together as a single unit. A virtual path connection is defined in a similar way to a 
virtual channel connection, except the VPI field in the cell header is used for routing. At a virtual 
path switch all virtual channel connections with the same VPI are switched together. The VCI 
field remains unchanged through the virtual path connection, see Figure 2.8.
VCI = al VCI = al
VP connection x
VCI = a2 VCI = a2
VP connection y
other VP connections
Figure 2.8 Virtual Path Connection
A two-level hierarchy is achieved by splitting the routing field in the cell header into the VCI and 
VPI fields.
2.2.5 Performance Issues
At connection set up, a number of parameters relating to the required type of service, bit rate, 
delay, delay variation, cells error/loss probability are negotiated. The quality of service (QoS) 
required varies according to the type of traffic that is being transported, ranging from video and 
data, to multimedia applications. For real time sources, such as speech and video, the overall
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delays, cell loss probability and cell delay variation are the main QoS issues, while for data traffic 
the main QoS issue is low cell loss probability. For data this means error free delivery, while for 
video this is error free delivery within a specific time frame.
The following terms have been used to define QoS:-
Peak cell rate - is defined as the number of cells generated when the source is in the active state. 
For CBR cells this is the same as the mean rate. The ITU-T also refers to the 
'Instantaneous Peak Cell Rate" as the reciprocal of the minimum inter-arrival time 
between two consecutive cells belonging to the same connection [STAM94].
Mean cell rate - is the average number of cells generated over a measured time period. The true 
average cell rate should be calculated over the course of a connection:-
Mean cell rate = Total number of cells generated (cells per second)
duration of connection
Estimated mean cell rate - is the number of cells generated during a time period T, divided by 
T. If the connection time is long, then this may not necessarily be the true mean cell rate, 
and is only an estimate over a short time period.
Estimated mean cell rate = No. cells generated in T (cells per second)
T
Burstiness - is defined as the ratio of the peak rate to the mean rate:-
Burstiness = peak rate (no units) 
mean rate
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2.2.5.1 Delay
Delay issues are mainly applicable to real time services e.g. speech and video. The typical delays 
that are found in ATM networks are shown in Figure 2.9.
QD + TD
real 
time r 
source
ATMir 
switch
PropD
QD + FD
PropD
PD
TD
r
^ r
real 
time 
source
PropD
QD + FD DD
Figure 2.9 Delay Characteristics of an ATM Network
Transmission delay (TD)
The transmission delay is the time it takes to place a cell on to the transmission medium
(also called the service time) and is defined by the formula
transmission delay = cell size (bits)
link speed (bits/s)
Propagation delay (PropD)
The propagation delay is dependent on the distance and independent of the ATM
concept. Depending on the transmission medium, this is typically 4 to 5 microseconds 
per kilometre. For example, if the distance between source and destination is assumed to 
be 1,000 Km, this gives a propagation delay of 4,000 microseconds.
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Packetisation delay (PD)
A packetisation delay occurs each time a real time service e.g. speech and video, is
converted into cells. Also occurs at boundaries between ATM and non-ATM networks. 
The packetisation delay (PD) is dependant on the cell length and on the speed with 
which the source generates bits.
Switching Delay - the switch delay comprises a fixed part (FD) and a variable part determined 
by the queue (QD).
FD - The fixed switching delay is the delay imposed by the switch on each cell as it is 
passed through the switching fabric to the output port. It is dependent on the 
implementation, but is in the order of tens of cells per switch exchange. For small sized 
cells and high link speeds, this results in a value between 2 and 32 microseconds per 
exchange (16 and 256 microseconds for eight consecutive exchanges).
QD - ATM switches are routing many ATM cells at any given moment and queues are 
required to avoid excessive loss of cells, when contention between cells inevitably arises. 
Delays are invariably introduced by queuing and this will vary, depending on the load of 
the links inside the network. The behaviour of a particular queue is characterised by a 
probability density function (pdf) of the queue length describing the statistical behaviour 
of the queues.
Depacketisation Delay (DD)
A depacketisation delay may be added to smooth out the stochastic delay (Le. delay
jitter) introduced by the network. This is particularly relevant for real time traffic, when 
excessive delay jitter can cause a loss of synchronisation within the bit stream. This does 
however, represent an additional delay at the receiver. If the cell delay in the network is 
longer than the depacketisation delay, then the cell will arrive too late and will be lost. 
The additional delay is determined by the sum of the queuing delays. The total jitter to be 
removed ranges from 50 to 800 microseconds depending on speed and cell size.
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The delay indicated is actually the worst case (ie. maximum) delay through all queues in the 
network. Therefore, the depacketisation delay will not appear in the formula for the total delay. 
These delay parameters can then be combined to calculate the total end-to-end delay.
ATM(D) = 2, TDj + £. PropD i+ y ED; +Y QD; +PD
where
i = transmission link 
j = ATM switch
2.2.5.2 Cell Delay Variation
Cells enter the network at regular intervals, especially in the case of a CBR source such as 
speech. As the individual cells pass through multiplexers and switches, the inter-cell spacing 
changes, due to some cells being delayed in queues longer than others. This is known as cell 
delay variation (CDV), or jitter, which can cause problems for decoders. Multiplexers can also 
cause clumping or dispersion of cells [JAD95] which affects the CDV. Real time cells may arrive 
too late to be included in the decoding process, [KEY94]. CDV also causes a major problem for 
clock recovery and synchronisation. Synchronisation is based on reproducing the encoder's 
system clock and using it to present video and audio data timed according to it. For an MPEG 
video stream, this manifests itself at the decoder as either picture break-up and audible gaps or 
may even cause loss of lip synchronisation which is noticeable to the viewer. A typical MPEG 
decoder can tolerate only one to four milliseconds of jitter before these types of problems are 
introduced [RUIU96a].
departure process
arrival process
jitter
Figure 2.10 A CBR Source Exhibiting CDV
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Figure 2.10 from [MIT94] shows the effect of CDV on a stream of CBR ATM cells as they pass 
through multiplexers and switches.
2.3. Traffic Models
At this time, there are very few ATM networks actually in operation, so it is not possible to 
collect statistical data from a My functioning network about the types of traffic using the 
network and behaviour patterns. It is often difficult to predict the exact nature of the traffic mix 
that will be found on ATM networks, although it is expected that real time video traffic will 
dominate. Hence, to evaluate performance accurately, some form of approximation to the actual 
traffic must be made, and the modelling of traffic sources is the focus of much research. There 
are many statistical and stochastic traffic models which have been developed for convenient 
mathematical solutions to queuing theory problems. They are often an over simplification which 
allow elegant mathematical solutions to complex problems.
By using simulation, the more complex behaviour of the different traffic types can be explicitly 
modelled. This enables a true insight into the effects of different sources of traffic through 
multiplexers and switches. It also provides a vehicle to model the effect different traffic types 
may have upon each other, in terms of end-to-end delays and losses due to buffer over-flows can 
be investigated. This is exactly the type of behaviour which is difficult to model mathematically.
Multimedia is characterised by continuous traffic [KARA95] such as speech, video, high quality 
audio and graphical animation, which place greater demands on the network than traditional 
traffic types, such as file transfer.
Ideally, any traffic model should be described using a limited number of parameters. These tend 
to be the mean cell arrival rate, the peak arrival rate, the burstiness of the source and the average 
time the source is active.
2.3.1 General Traffic Models
In earlier work on traffic modelling it was often assumed that cell arrival rates fit a Poisson 
process. However, the type of traffic that requires a bandwidth enforcement strategy, can not be
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modelled simply as a Poisson process [KIM92]. [PAX95] agrees that this is an over 
simplification, which can seriously under estimate the burstiness of, for example, FTP and 
TELNET traffic, as sampled on a WAN. The statistical behaviour of bursty traffic is far from the 
Poisson or deterministic model used [GALL89] and it makes analysis very difficult. There is only 
limited burstiness found in Poisson arrival processes, particularly when such traffic streams are 
multiplexed together. This can be a problem when testing protocol issues or hardware designs as 
an under-estimation of the burstiness of the traffic can lead to errors in predicted buffer 
requirements and delays, particularly for real time cells.
Real network traffic is much burstier than the Poisson and Bernoulli models which are often used 
to simulate network traffic [XING95]. These models can be quite limited in their burstiness, 
especially if they are multiplexed together. Poisson arrival processes are used for two classes of 
traffic, [HART91], which are both independently distributed. The first class of traffic is loss 
sensitive and defined as data and signalling services, while the second class is loss tolerable and 
includes speech, image and video services. The low priority cells from this class can be discarded 
without significant impairment to the services.
A popular model for generalised traffic is a two-state Markov Modulated Deterministic Process 
(MMDP), which is characterised by an active (ON) state and a silent (OFF) state. An attempt is 
made to define burstiness [SOLE94] using this traffic model and a burst stream approach is used 
for traffic modelling. In the work done on the interdeparture processes from an ATM network, 
[WANG93], real time traffic is modelled as N identical streams, which are modelled as Switched 
Determined Processes (SDP), and non-real time traffic is modelled as aggregated to form a 
Bernoulli process with batch arrivals. A Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) model 
with parameters that successfully approximate the average delay does not work well when used 
to analyse cell loss [COSM94].
A two state Markovian representation [ORS95] is used to model a traffic source. The duration 
of each burst is exponentially distributed with mean I/a ms. ATM cells are emitted with a 
constant inter-arrival time T ms, where T = I/peak bit rate. The silence period is also 
exponentially distributed, with a mean of 1/b ms. The parameters a and b, are varied to represent 
either packetised speech, still picture or an interactive data service.
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Traffic is often characterised by three descriptors, i.e. the peak rate (R), the mean rate (m) and 
the burst length (b) [TED93]. The triple (R, m, b) is then used to map a complex user onto a 
simplified exponential ON/OFF model by interpreting the parameter b, which defines the average 
amount of data (in bits) generated during a burst period. The average length of the idle period is 
adjusted to maintain the defined mean rate (m).
Traffic at a multiplexer is often characterised using generalised traffic models (2-state Markov 
chain) and differentiating between two categories of traffic by varying the mean active and 
silence periods, and in some cases the peak rate [CALL92, BONO92]. Most previous research 
on priority packet discarding is limited to Poisson/Bernoulli arrival assumptions [KIM96a]. They 
use an 8-state MMPP model as the input to a multiplexer with a threshold-based priority scheme. 
The performance of an ATM multiplexer is studied using a discrete time Markov chain to model 
two groups of bursty sources [CALL92], The difference between the two groups is achieved by 
varying the mean ON / OFF times, and giving each group a different peak rate.
Testing multiplexer scheduling policies is often done using these generalised traffic sources. The 
loss probabilities for two Markov Modulated Arrival streams are used [KIM96a] to investigate a 
queuing system that multiplexes heterogeneous traffic streams onto a single finite buffer. The 
differences between the two streams are introduced by varying the appropriate parameters. A 
two-state Markov chain was used [BONO93] to represent ON / OFF sources and to investigate 
the feasibility of using statistical multiplexing for widely different types of traffic.
An aggregate arrival process is also often used to test the performance of multiplexers. A 4-state 
MMPP as the input to a statistical multiplexer [YEGE94]. The parameters for the MMPP model 
are derived from an actual arrival process. A superposition of several Switched Determined 
Process (SDP) is used and modelled as a batch arrival process, which was the input traffic to an 
ATM multiplexer [WAN92].
Real time and non-real time traffic are modelled as arrivals [CHANG94], in units of a message, 
in a frame for each traffic type. This constitutes two batch Poisson processes with different mean 
rates, which are mutually independent. Each message carries a random number of fixed-length 
cells with an arbitrarily distributed probability distribution and having a maximum si/e.
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The characteristics of RT and non-RT traffic are significantly different, so a generalised traffic 
model for all traffic types will not fully capture the fundamental differences between them. The 
performance of multiplexers and switches is dependant on the nature of the offered traffic and 
while the exact make up of this traffic is unknown, a reasonable approximation can be made by 
including a diverse mix of traffic sources. The conclusion drawn by many researchers is that the 
commonly used simple ON / OFF models used to describe ATM traffic streams are not generally 
appropriate characterisations of the output traffic behaviour of the multiplexer.
2.3.2 Speech Traffic
Speech is the most widely understood traffic source, simply because it has been in existence for 
such a long time. Uncompressed digitised speech is coded at 64 Kb/s for transmission across the 
telephone network.
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Figure 2.11 Talkspurts and Silence Periods for Speech
Speech is made up of talkspurts and silences, also known as On and Off periods respectively, see 
Figure 2.11. The determination of the average length of both a talkspurt and a silence period 
varies according to the interpretation of what constitutes a talkspurt. Normal conversation 
contains many small gaps and hesitations which the speech coder may remove, using either fill-in 
or hang-over techniques. Fill-in removes silences in the speech samples by discarding any gaps 
less than the fill-in value. Here longer silence periods and shorter talkspurts are generated. The 
problem with fill-in is that a delay is imposed on the talkspurt, which is equal to the value of the 
fill-in, hence hang-over may be the preferred technique. The purpose of hang-over is to bridge 
short gaps in speech and create fewer, longer talkspurts, see Figure 2.12. This does mean that
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the short gaps and hesitations found in normal conversation are included in the coded speech, but 
this has been found to reduce the impact of cell losses on the perceived speech [GRUB82]. The 
potential disadvantage is that speech activity is increased using hang-over, as can be seen in 
Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 Speech Coding Showing the Effect of Hang-over
Delay requirements for speech cells vary considerably with different authors. However, most 
agree that the range of maximum tolerable delay for speech cells is between 100 ms to 400 ms, 
with 500 ms not being acceptable, [TURN86, SUDA89 and KEY94]. The round-trip delays of 
greater than 650 ms, common on satellite links, are very noticeable, and annoying, to the users. 
However, the end-to-end delay limit recommended by ITU-T, for conversation without echo 
cancellers is 25 ms.
2.3.2.1 Characteristics and Coding of Speech
The work on the statistical analysis of speech patterns which was done in the late 1960's, at Bell 
Laboratories, [BRAD65, BRAD68, BRAD69], where actual telephone conversations were 
analysed to determine the properties of the speech patterns present on telephone circuits. l ;rom 
analysis of the dynamics of two way, interactive conversations, a more sophisticated six state 
model was proposed [BRAD69], where it was proposed that a speaker can be in one of six 
states during a two-way conversation and these were :-
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solitary talkspurt (only one party speaking);
double talkspurt (both parties speaking simultaneously) and the original speaker falls
silent;
double talkspurt with the original speaker doing the interrupting;
mutual silence;
mutual silence with the called party interrupting;
mutual silence with the original party interrupting
Initially, during a phone call there is a brief interchange between both parties and then the calling 
party usually dominates, with short occasional interjections by the called party. This dominance 
may or may not alternate. The dynamics of two-way conversation is quite difficult to model 
accurately [GRUB82]. Brady proposed that the duration of each of the six states he identified 
had an exponential distribution. Further work, [BRAD69], indicated that the exponential model 
for generating talkspurts was a good approximation to the distributions found in real 
conversations.
Two methods are used for the coding of speech for digital transmission.
Pulse Code Modulation
Pulse code modulation (PCM) is a technique for converting analogue speech, into a 
digital form for transmission across a network. Coded pulse sequences are generated by 
sampling the signal at time intervals. The sampled signal is then quantized and coded 
using an analogue to digital converter. At the receiver the original audio input is easily 
recovered, after conversion back to an analogue signal, using a low-pass filter. PCM is 
widely used in telephony mainly because the signal generated has a greater noise 
immunity than other coding methods, which is an advantage when using noisy telephone 
networks.
Frequency domain coders
Frequency domain coders divide speech samples into separate frequency components. 
Each is then coded separately. The main advantage of this is that the coder can allocate 
bits dynamically to frequency components where they are most needed [SING90]. The 
most significant bits are placed in a high priority cell and the least significant bits in a low 
priority cell Coding speech in this way allows the low priority cells to be dropped at 
times of congestion [GERZ91]. Up to 10% of the low priority cells coded in this way 
can be lost with negligible degradation of the perceived speech [SUDA89, YIN90, 
ABBAS92], compared to only 0.1% to 2% for ordinary packet speech cells with no 
priority. Speech coded using these methods is generally more robust and has greater 
tolerance to losses of low priority cells.
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2.3.2.2 Speech Models
The most commonly used traffic model for speech is the ON-OFF model, shown in Figure 2.13, 
[BAE91, GANO95]. Here active periods alternate with silence periods for the duration of the 
connection. The traffic is modelled as a stream of cells generated during the ON period, with no 
cells generated during the silence period. These time periods are almost always modelled as 
either an exponential or a geometric distribution.
1-Ot
transition from OFF to ON occurs with probability a 
transition from ON to OFF occurs with probability (3
Figure 2.13 Generalised ON/OFF Speech Model
There have been many proposals put forward for the mean length of a talkspurt and a silence 
period. The mean talkspurt and silence periods used [SUDA89], were 170 ms and 410 ms, 
respectively, for an exponential distribution. Voice packets with delays greater than 50 ms were 
discarded. The mean talkspurt and silence periods used were 352 ms and 650 ms respectively 
[ABBAS92], again with an exponential distribution. In a study to compare the effect fill-in and 
hang-over on speech parameters, it was found that the mean silence period was 808.8 ms for fill- 
in and 606.3 ms for hang-over and the mean talkspurt duration's were 2.157 seconds and 2.36 
seconds, respectively [GRUB82]. The longer talkspurts are caused by the elimination, by these 
techniques, of the small gaps and hesitations that occur naturally in normal conversatioas.
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Using a coding technique that splits the speech samples into the most significant bits and the least 
significant bits, two speech samples are required. The most significant bits are grouped into a 
high priority cell and the remaining, least significant bits, are placed into a low priority cell 
[GERZ91]. This gives a packetisation delay that is twice the normal for speech (2x6 = 12 ms), 
but two cells are coded together, and sent out one after the other. This allows discarding of low 
priority cells at times of congestion, while protecting the high priority cells. Loss of the low 
priority cells impairs the quality of the received speech, but does not cause any perceived loss in 
intelligibility to the user, [SUDA89, YIN90 and ABBAS92].
2.3.3 Video Traffic and Coding Standards
Video is the least understood and the most unpredictable of the traffic sources. The video for 
transmission across ATM networks will fall mainly into two categories, namely constant bit rate 
(CBR) as found in video phones and variable bit rate (VBR), which is video conferencing and 
video-on-demand services e.g. HDTV. Both have the strict delay requirements of real time 
traffic. Experiments have shown that viewers do notice the loss of lip synchronisation that occurs 
if there a mis-match greater than 120 ms between the audio and video streams [HUAN96].
The most common standards for audio and video compression coding and multiplexing is that 
defined by the Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG). Two versions are in existence. MPEG-1 
supports video coding at bit rates up to about 1.5 Mb/s giving near VHS quality. MPEG-2 was 
optimised for the digital compression of TV broadcast material and the modelling of video traffic 
in this work is based on this standard. MPEG-2 produces data at a non-constant rate. Still areas 
produce few bits and when there is a lot of movement within a frame the output from the video 
codec increases. Standard definition television produces bit rates from 4-9 Mb/s and high 
definition TV at 15 - 25 Mb/s. Compression is achieved by exploiting spatial and temporal and 
psycho-visual redundancy.
Spatial and Temporal Redundancy
Pixel values are not independent, but are correlated with their neighbours both within the current 
frame and across frames. Hence, the value of a pixel is predictable given the values of 
neighbouring pixels.
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Psycho-visual Redundancy
The human eye has a limited response to fine spatial detail and is less sensitive to detail near 
edges or scene changes. Consequently, controlled impairments introduced into the decoded 
picture by the bit rate reduction process should not be visible to viewers.
Both these types of redundancy can be exploited to reduce the bit rate for a frame.
2.3.3.1 Characteristics and Coding of Video
MPEG-2 coding is based on the MPEG-1 standard for video compression. There are two key 
techniques are used by an MPEG codec, and these are the intra-frame Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) and motion compensated inter-frame prediction [LODG92]. Both are old and 
tried bit-rate reduction techniques known prior to MPEG which exploit the spatial and temporal 
redundancy present within a video frame. This can be used to predict the position of a pixel in 
the next frame.
Infra-frame DCT Coding
The first step in the video coding is to convert the picture into the frequency domain using a 2- 
dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT). To do this pixels are grouped together into small 
blocks of the image called macro-blocks. The most common block size is 8x8. A transform is 
performed on the blocks to produce a block of DCT coefficients. The DCT is close to the 2- 
dimensional Fourier transform, except that the resulting coefficients are reals. At this stage it is 
totally reversible, as no information has been lost and no compression has been performed. The 
DCT produces a series of coefficients in order of increasing frequency. For natural images, the 
transform tends to concentrate the energy into the low frequency coefficients and many other 
frequencies are near zero. This non-uniform coefficient distribution is the result of the spatial 
redundancy present in the original block.
The top left-hand coefficient represents the dc component of the block (actually twice the mean). 
The dc component is more sensitive and has a greater impact on the picture quality, if damaged. 
The bottom right-hand quadrant usually has hardly any significant coefficients at all. This 
highlights the redundancy in the data, which is typical of natural images, and which can be 
exploited to derive an efficient binary description of this block for transmission. Bit rate
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reduction is achieved by not transmitting the near zero components (thresholding) and by 
quantizing the remaining ones.
In thresholding any coefficients falling below the threshold are discarded, on the assumption that 
they will not make any significant contribution to the image, e.g. any coefficient smaller than 2 is 
discarded. The coefficients are then quantized to reduce the number of possible values and to 
convert some of the least significant bits to zero, while still achieving excellent quality 
reproduction. The degree of quantization applied to each coefficient is weighted according to its 
visibility in the resulting image. In practice this often means that high frequency coefficients are 
more coarsely quantized than low frequency coefficients. However, this process is not reversible 
at the decoder and hence this is called a "lossy" coding technique.
The information lost in the quantization process is usually the higher frequency coefficients that 
tend have very small values and hence have little impact on the quality of the final picture. The dc 
term is represented as a fixed length binary word The remaining coefficients are then Huffman 
encoded using variable length codes, with the most common coefficients coded using the least 
number of bits. The number of zero coefficients are also coded by using a special code indicating 
that the following number of coefficients are all zero. Since up to 50% of the higher frequencies 
tend to get converted to zero, this reduces the bit rate significantly. The dc and lower frequency 
coefficients are the most important as they have the greatest impact on the received picture 
quality. The loss of some of the higher frequency coefficients may result in some loss of fine 
detail Since the human eye has a limited response to fine spatial detail and is less sensitive to 
detail near edges or at scene changes, controlled impairments introduced into the decoded 
picture by the bit rate reduction process should not be visible to viewers.
Motion Compensated Inter-frame DCT Coding
The same method as intra-frame DCT coding is used, except the basic coding block is not made 
from picture samples, but instead is the error resulting from an attempt to predict the sample 
values in the block, from the contents of the previous frame. A block from the previous frame is 
used to predict the current block. This works well for static areas, but for moving areas, there is 
a need to offset the motion that has occurred by using a shifted block from the previous frame. 
This is called motion-compensated prediction. A technique called block matching is used to find
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the displacement between the current block and its most appropriate match in the previous 
frame. A block of (2N x 2N) samples from the current frame is compared with every possible 
location in a larger search area of (2M x 2M) samples from the previous frame. The 
displacement vector for each block is conveyed to the decoder, along with the DCT-coded 
prediction
Another technique used is also based on motion-compensation and is called bi-directional 
motion-compensation. This technique tries to match blocks from both a past and future frames 
and then uses a mathematical method to generate the current block. This method is called 
interpolation.
In MPEG-2 the codec decides, on a block by block basis whether to employ motion 
compensated inter-frame coding or intra-frame coding and a control bit indicates to the decoder 
which mode to use. More often inter-frame mode is better, but where there is motion within the 
scene which is erratic, or an unpredictable backgrounds appears, then the intra-frame option 
results in a lower volume of data for the block. The intra-frame mode is deliberately chosen for a 
number of blocks in each field, on a periodic basis, as a means of flushing out persistent error 
effects, since it does not rely on reconstructed previous fields. This is called refreshing and 
occurs 2 to 3 times per second.
In MPEG-2 three picture types are defined, based on the mode used in each block. (A block is 
referred to as a picture in MPEG coding).
I pictures - "intra" coded without reference to other pictures
- moderate compression is achieved by reducing spatial redundancy, 
but not temporal redundancy
- provides access points in the bit stream where decoding can begin
P pictures - "predicted" - using motion compensation from a past I or P picture
- may be used as a reference for further prediction
- reduced spatial and temporal redundancy
- offers increased compression compared to I pictures
B pictures - bi-directionally predictive
- uses both past and future I or P pictures for motion compensation
- also offers the highest degree of compression
Figure 2.14 MPEG Sequence Structure
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Figure 2.15 The Arrangement of Video Slices within a Picture
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Chapter 4 - Results 155 
Increasing the number of data sources and hence the overall number of data cells generated ha'i 
increased the utilisation at each of the user sites. This hal) had very little impact on the delays 
encountered by RT cells accessing the network. The mean and maximum RT access delays have 
incre<'Ll)Cd only marginally when comparing the 20 data sources with the 40 and 60 data sources. 
The RT end-to-end delays are also relatively unaffected. The end-to-end delays have remained 
fairly constant for both classes of RT traffic, across all methods. The very slight increa'iC in these 
delays as seen during the 40 and 60 data source simulations is caused by the overall increa'iCd 
traffic levels. This is a clear indication that the RT cells are protected from the incre(l<.;Cd queue 
lengths and increased delays which are encountered by the non-RT cells. 
In all the simulations, speech cells experience slightly longer end-to-end delays than video cells. 
This is because when speech cells are generated, two celb are filled and sent out together. If the 
first cell is serviced at the multiplexer immediately on arrival, then the second cell must wait at 
least one service time duration before receiving service. This causes the overall end-to-end delay 
statistics for speech cells to be higher than those for video cells. 
Management of the multiplexer queues allows some controlled dropping of low priority speech 
cells to enable the RT queue to remain small and hence to keep access delays small The number 
of speech cells dropped at the multiplexer is very slightly incrcicLliCd using 40 and 60 data sources, 
above the levels found with 20 data sources. Only 0.01% of the speech cclls are dropped at all 
the user sites and for all methods, with the exception of user site 2 with 60 data sources. where 
0.02% of the speech cells are dropped. This is well within the bounds acceptable for packetised 
speech. 
The number of video cclls lost is consistent across all methods, with Method 1 discarding the 
greatest number and Method 7 discarding the least number of video cells. The number of 
damaged slices also follows this same trend. The use of the tail-end clipping function within the 
super leaky bucket function, can be clearly seen to reduce the number of damaged slices, by 
conftning all the damaged cells into a smaller number of slices. Since the presence of one 
damaged video cell causes the rest of the slice to be discarded, it might be expected that the total 
number of cells discarded would increase. This has not been the case, and the qUality of service 
for the video has been improved as a lower loss probability has hecn achieved. All video cells 
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